**Will delegates try to dump Trump?**

**Talking points**
1. What do these cartoons say about Donald Trump's political fortunes and the impact on other Republicans?
2. Some delegates to the GOP convention want to change the rules so another candidate could be nominated. What are the chances the convention would ignore primary results and pick "anybody but Trump?"
3. Why has Trump plummeted to record lows in opinion polls?
4. Which GOP leaders are NOT endorsing Trump? Why?

**Between the lines**
"Trump just continues to embarrass himself and his party, and this is not going to let up." - Cecil Stinemetz, GOP delegate who wants another nominee.


**Additional resources**

- More by Gary Varvel
  [http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/VarveG](http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/VarveG)

- More by Joe Heller
  [http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/HelleJ](http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/HelleJ)

- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
  [http://editorialcartoonists.com](http://editorialcartoonists.com)